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From Urban Planning to Community Building
ExCEL3 HKU Workshop
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Dr. Andrew Chan

Topics
• Introduction
• Plan-making process according to Town Planning Ordinance
• Role of NGOs
• Examples of NGO contributions
• Effects on community building
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This is what we have now in the NENT
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This is what we have now in NENT
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Public Perception - “Concrete Plans”
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Insufficient consultation
• 㕘䓴㜙⊿⯭㮹岒䔹媖娊ᶵ嵛
• 㚱䰱ⵢ✒庳㛹䘬⯭㮹㊯炻役㖍ㇵ䞍忻䘤⯽妰䔓炻岒䔹媖娊ᶵ嵛ˤ
• 夷∫会堐䣢炻妰∫䞼䨞Ḯ⋩⣂⸜炻媖娊㔯ẞṎ䘤復军⎬㛹䘬悱ḳ⥼⒉㚫ˤ
• 㚱⊿⋨⋨嬘⒉娵䁢炻悐↮㛹㮹䘬䡢ᶵḮ妋妰䔓炻⺢嬘䘤⯽⯨⛐媖娊㛇⬴䳸⇵句㛹倥シ夳炻
Ṏ㚱⋨嬘⒉娵䁢炻天⺞攟媖娊㛇ˤ

Source: NOW.Com

Public will have more opportunities to express their
views once statutory planning procedures start working.
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Would you take his advice?

Let’s see how public views will be treated in the
statutory plan-making process
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Plan-making Process
• all new plans, amendments to approved plans or
amendments to draft plans will be exhibited for
two months for public inspection;

Publication of draft plan

• any person may make representations (either
supportive or adverse) to the Board within the
two-month period;
• the Board shall publish the representations for
three weeks for public comments and make
available all representations for public
inspection;
• any person may make comments (either
supportive or adverse) on the representations
within the three-week period;
• the Board will hold a meeting to consider the
representations and comments. The persons who
have submitted representations or comments
may attend the meeting and be heard by the
Board;

Public representation within 2 months

Comment on representation

First hearing

Plan-making Process
•

after the hearing, the Board will decide whether to propose
amendments to the draft plan to meet the representations.
If the Board decides to propose amendments, such proposed
amendments will be published again for three weeks for
further representations

•

any person, other than the original 'representer' or
'commenter' may submit further representations (either
supportive or adverse) to the Board within the three-week
period

•

if adverse further representations are received, the Board
will hold another meeting to consider all the further
representations, at which meeting the original 'representer'
or 'commenter' and the 'further representer' may attend and
be heard by the Board

•

after the further hearing, the Board will decide whether to
make amendments to the draft plan

•

upon completion of the representation consideration
process, the Board is required to submit the draft plan
incorporating the amendments together with the
representations, comments and further representations to
the Chief Executive in Council for approval within nine
months of the expiry of the plan exhibition period (or within
a further six-month period as may be extended by the Chief
Executive)

Decision to propose amendment

Publication of proposed amendment for 3
weeks for further representation

Further hearing

Submission to Chief Executive in Council
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Any problem with this process?
What is your experience with this process?
Is it an effective way for the public to express their
views on plans?

My views
• Little chance to get objection upheld by the Town Planning
Board.
• The present system has been criticised as unfair in the
hearing of objections is conducted by the same body (i.e. the
Town Planning Board) which prepares the plans.
• It might be said that the Town Planning Board is judging its
own cause.
• It is contrary to the principle of the right to a fair hearing.
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View of a social activist
Chan King Fai –
• an activist who has been working side by side with Chu Hoi Dick for Local
Action since 2004.
• His inspiration for becoming a protestor came from:
• the July 1 demonstration in 2003
• the Lee Tung Street incident.

• It was these events that made him realize people need to come out and
protest for social justice, and be proactive about making change.
• “It’s no use if you try to engage a reasonable conversation with the Urban
Renewal Authority or the government,” he says. “They will just ignore you if
you try to arrange a meeting with them in the conventional way.”

Why should NGOs be concerned
about Urban Planning?
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What is urban planning?
“Town-planning—the art of laying out towns with due care for
the health and comfort of inhabitants, for industrial and
commercial efficiency, and for reasonable beauty of
buildings—is an art of intermittent activity… And secondly,
the builders of these towns must have wit enough to care for
the well-being of common men and the due arrangement of
ordinary dwellings.”
(Haverfield, F. (1913) Ancient Town-Planning. Oxford: The
Clarendon Press.)

What is urban planning?
Planning, also called urban planning or city and
regional planning, is a dynamic profession that
works to improve the welfare of people and their
communities by creating more convenient,
equitable, healthful, efficient, and attractive
places for present and future generations.
(American Planning Association)
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What is urban planning?
Town Planning Ordinance
Long title: “To promote the health, safety, convenience and
general welfare of the community…”

How does urban planning help improve
people's lives?
Origins of urban planning –
• Industrial Revolution
• public health and safety
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Industrial Revolution

Industrial Revolution
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Industrial
Revolution
Workers’ housing right
next to polluting
factories

Great Ancoats St.
Friedrich Engels, co-author of the Communist
Manifesto with Karl Marx, investigated the
social effects of the Industrial Revolution,
focusing on two kinds of street. The first was
where the workers and urban poor lived and
the second was the thoroughfare, bringing
middle-class commuters into the town centre,
bypassing and shielding from view the
poverty that lay around them.
Great Ancoats Street was the first kind of
street. In his famous book, published in 1845,
‘The Condition of the Working Class in
England’, Engels lamented the ‘vast number
of ruinous houses’ on Great Ancoats Street,
which housed those who worked in ‘the
largest mills of Manchester’.
‘Cottonopolis’ as Manchester became known,
was the ‘shock city’ of the Industrial
Revolution, particularly for the workers who
suffered its alienating effects.
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Vast mills tower
above the workers'
houses
The vast mill complex was
completed in 1806 by George and
Adam Murray. Each day over a
thousand men, women and children
arrived before 7.00 am to work in
Murray’s Mills, Union Street. Late
arrivals were locked out, and lost a
day’s wages.
The mills comprised two steampowered cotton-spinning mills and
they continued to spin cotton until
the late 1950s.

This what happened to Manchester in Industrial
Revolution
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Industrial Revolution – urban planning
• Industrial Revolution - worries about the proximity of people living next to others and
spreading disease.
• Public health authorities started to bring in standards about how buildings should be
separated from each other, how there was a need to introduce open space.
• Planned small settlements began to emerge.
• Those are the roots of where planning comes from.

England introduced new law for planning purposes
• Housing and Town Planning Act 1909
• Housing and Town Planning Act 1919
• Town Planning Act 1925
• Town and Country Planning Act 1932
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Hong Kong followed suit
• Town Planning Ordinance enacted in 1939
• Modelled on the English planning legislation
• Long title: “To promote the health, safety, convenience and
general welfare of the community…”

Planning for the general welfare of the community?
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Let’s take a look at Tin Shui Wai.

Tin Shui Wai market to be built
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Tin Shui Wai market to be built
• September 01, 2012
• An open, district bazaar will be established in Tin Shui Wai to provide 200 stalls.
• Speaking to the media after inspecting the site, Chief Secretary Carrie Lam said Tin
Shui Wai residents and District Council members have complained there is a lack of
shops in the district, and their shopping choices are limited.
• The Government is allocating $10 million to build the market, and some stalls will
open by the Lunar New Year, Mrs Lam said.
• The Tung Wah Group of Hospitals will encourage social enterprises to run the
businesses there.

Do we have a role to play?
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Who saved this building?

Source of information - Wikipedia
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NGO saved Kin Yin Lei
• property offered for sale in early 2004
• new buyer might demolish the building and build a new one
on the site
• no action taken by the Government to preserve the building

NGO saved Kin Yin Lei
• The Conservancy Association wrote to the Secretary for
Home Affairs in April 2004 requesting him to consider
declaring the mansion a monument under the Antiquities
and Monuments Ordinance.
• The Association also organised a "Save King Yin Lei
Campaign" in June and generated public discussion.
• The owner then announced that he would not sell the
building for a while.
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NGO saved Kin Yin Lei
• The Government did not take any action to preserve the
building, arguing that it was private property and had not
utilised its allocated land mass to the fullest.
• If the government was to declare it a historic building, it
would have to pay a large amount of compensation to the
owner.
• The owner wrote to the government on the preservation of
the site but received no reply.

NGO saved Kin Yin Lei
• On 11 September 2007, dump trucks were spotted at the site.
• Parts of the roof were removed.
• All three Chinese characters on a front gate plaque were
dismantled by workers.
• The Conservancy Association expressed disappointment that the
Government had not attempted to preserve the building.
• The demolition was reported in the Hong Kong media and public
pressure built up.
• The Government then declared the building a proposed
monument and ordered that the demolition works be stopped.
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NGO saved Kin Yin Lei
• On 25 January 2008, the Government reached an
understanding with the owner on a possible preservation
option for the building.
• Under the agreement, the owner will surrender the whole
site of King Yin Lei to the Government.
• The government would grant to the owner an adjacent manmade slope site of a size similar to King Yin Lei for
residential development.

Yes, NGOs do have a role.
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NGO and Lee Tung Street Redevelopment

NGO and Lee Tung Street Redevelopment
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NGO and Lee Tung Street Redevelopment
• H15 Concern Group
• Owners (?)
• Residents
• Operators
• Volunteers – architects, planners, social workers

H15 Concern Group
Owners (?)
Residents
Operators
Volunteers –
architects, planners,
social workers…
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NGO and Lee Tung Street Redevelopment
The H15 Concern Group demanded:
• preserving social network and local economy
• community participation in planning
• “real” compensation according to the 7-year rule
• “flat-for-flat” and “shop-for-shop” arrangement
• preservation of the Lee Tung Street

NGO and Lee Tung Street Redevelopment
The H15 Concern Group submitted a Section 16 application to the Town
Planning Board :
• to keep the shop-houses (“Tong Lau”) in the central part of Lee Tung
Street
• to pedestrianise Lee Tung Street
• to emphasise people-oriented element
• to preserve the historical characteristics of Lee Tung Street
• to transform the “printing area” into a tourist spot
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NGO and Lee Tung Street Redevelopment
• The application was rejected by the Town Planning Board.
• The Board agreed to:
• adopt the “people-centred” approach
• preserve the streetscape and local character of Lee Tung Street
• provide linked open spaces

NGO and Lee Tung Street Redevelopment
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Lee Tung Street – Effects on Community Building

New form of social movement emerged?
• Chu Hoi Dick –
• one of the major forces behind the Anti-XRL Group
• has been involved in past battles to preserve the Star Ferry Pier, the Queen’s Pier, and Lee Tung
Street

• Chan King Fai –
• another prominent activist who has been working side by side with Chu Hoi Dick for Local Action
since 2004.
• His inspiration for becoming a protestor came from the July 1 demonstration in 2003 when
500,000 people marched for democracy, followed by the Wedding Card Street incident.
• It was these events that made him realize people need to come out and protest for social justice,
and be proactive about making change.
• “It’s no use if you try to engage a reasonable conversation with the Urban Renewal Authority or
the government,” he says. “They will just ignore you if you try to arrange a meeting with them in
the conventional way.”
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Star Ferry Pier Clock Tower

"Anti-High Speed Rail Movement"
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Choi Yuen Village

Choi Yuen Village before demolition
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Fight for preservation

New Choi Yuen Village
• 厄⚺㕘㛹冐㗪⯳䷥ℙ㚱⋩ℓ⸊炻↮⊿⋿ℑ⋨炻⊿⋨㚱ᶫ⸊⋩ᶱᾳ╖ỵ炻⋿⋨㚱⋩ᶨ⸊⺧Ḵ
ᾳ╖ỵˤ㷗揝䁢㯪㛹㮹䚉⾓㏔崘炻⛐㛹㮹㕤⍣⸜⋩Ḵ㚰屟ℍ䘬⛇⛘ᶲ㖍⣄崽ⶍ炻Ḵ⋩⣑ⶎ
⎛⯙㏕⤥冐㗪⯳炻天㛹㮹⃰ℍỷ炻ℵㄊㄊ嗽䎮㖍ⷠ䓇㳣䘬⓷柴ˤ㛹㮹冒䘤⛘䴙䯴⎬枭ⶍἄ炻
ἳ⤪墅暣☐ˣ墅暣夾⣑䶂ˣ䓛婳暣娙㚵⊁ˣ廱悝怆⛘⛨䫱䫱烊Ṣᷳ⢾炻怬天⿍⾁⛘⬱伖⋩
㔠晣䉿尻炻㛹㮹⛐㕘㛹䘬㝄㧡㜿⚵Ḯᶨ⚰ᶨ⚰揝䵚炻嬻䈈Ᾱ㙓㗪㢚幓ˤ
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New Choi Yuen
Village
厄⚺㕘㛹冐㗪⯳䷥ℙ
㚱⋩ℓ⸊炻↮⊿⋿ℑ
⋨炻⊿⋨㚱ᶫ⸊⋩ᶱ
ᾳ╖ỵ炻⋿⋨㚱⋩ᶨ
⸊⺧Ḵᾳ╖ỵˤ

Learning
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Sense of Community

Sense of Community
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New Choi Yuen Village
• 怟⇘厄⚺㕘㛹冐㗪⯳⼴炻⣏⭞ㇵ㖶䘥Ḯᶨᾳḳ⮎烉冲䘬厄⚺㛹ᶨ⍣ᶵ彼炻厄⚺㛹䨢攻ᶨ崟
ㆸ攟䘬䣦佌Ṏ䒎妋Ḯ炻∑ᶳἮ䘬Ṣ炻天ⷞ䛨忶⍣ℑ⸜⋲⚈ℙか暋侴䓇䘬Ḻᾉ炻⛐㕘䘬䨢攻慵
⺢㕘䘬䓇㳣䣦佌ˤ
• 忁ᾳ㕘䘬䨢攻嶇厄⚺㛹⼰ᶵᶨ㧋炻ᷳ⇵㗗⎬⭞冒ㆸᶨ敋䘬ˬ㔋㛹⼊ン˭炻冐㗪⯳佌⇯㗗ˬ普㛹
⼊ン˭炻ᶨ↢⭞攨⎋⯙㗗℔ℙ䨢攻ˤ
• 㛹㮹ᷳ攻䘬䈑䎮嶅暊䨩䃞㉱役炻㛔Ἦẍ䁢㚫䓇↢⼰⣂䞃䚦炻䳸㝄炻⣏悐↮Ṣ悥⼰╄㬉炻⣏⭞悥
⼰ㅪ⼿⇑䓐℔ℙ䨢攻炻䓇↢⎬䧖⎬㧋㕘䘬斄Ὢ㳣≽炻䁢㕘䣦佌㍸ὃḮ湷⎰ㆸ⼊䘬㨇㚫ˤ
• ἳ⤪炻冐㗪⯳⋿⋨ᷕ攻䘬䨢⛘炻⯙ㆸḮᶨᾳ⣂䓐徼⛘ⷞ炻㛹㮹㚫⛐忁塷攳㚫ˣ⎫梗ˣ俲⣑ˣ⮷
㚳⍳㚫ㇻ佥㮃䎫炻攟侭ḇㇻ䬿⛐㖑ᶲ㏆㖑㑵䎕ˤ㛔Ἦᶨ廑⫸ḇ㰺㚱俲忶⣑䘬侩㛹㮹炻䨩䃞ㆸḮ
⤥㚳⍳炻᷎⛐䓇㳣ᶲḺ䚠㓗㎜ˤ
• ⮷⬑⫸⯙㚜攳⽫炻⍇Ἦ⼰⣂⭞攟悥䁢⮷⬑⫸⎎⢾㸾⁁ỷ嗽炻⭛⾽冐㗪⯳䘬䑘⠫⣒ら≋ˤ㰺゛⇘
䎦⛐⮷⬑⫸悥ッ㤝Ḯ忁ᾳ㚱Ⱉ㚱㯜㚱䓘㚱⣑䘬⛘㕡ˤ冐㗪⯳⚈䁢⼤㬌㍍役炻⭞攟ḇ⼰㓦⽫ˤ忁
ṃ悥㗗シ㕁ᷳ⢾䘬⼿䛨ˤ
• http://ragingiron.wordpress.com/page/3/

Building of Self Esteem and Joy of Creating
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Effects on community building
• Enhancing sense of community
• Learning
• Building self esteem
• The joy of creating
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“TOWN PLANNING ARTICLE 23”*—
A nightmare for all petty property owners
• * A metaphor of the proposed new town planning legislation,
as bad as Article 23, that triggered half a million of people
took to the street to protest against it, on an extremely hot
summer day (July 1, 2003).
• http://wonderlandvillashk.wordpress.com/2009/08/31/%E5%9
F%8E%E8%A6%8F23%E6%A2%9D%E8%B1%88%E8%83%BD%E5%AE%B9%E5%BF%8D/
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“TOWN PLANNING ARTICLE 23”—
A nightmare for all petty property owners
• “Mrs. Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor, Secretary of
Development, is a head-strong woman who tried by hook or
by crook to enforce all the government policies, be it good or
bad. Consequently, many of our communities were put in
harm’s way.”

North East New Territories Planning Study
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North East New Territories Planning Study
• The development plan in the northeast New Territories may inspire more youngsters
to stand up for civil rights.
• Queenie Chung is a Form 5 student who has just finished her public examination, but
for the last year has been raising public awareness about the fate of her home, Kwu
Tung Village.
• A proposed development plan could result in the village being demolished and
replaced by a low-rise residential area owned by major developers.
• She thinks the “Post-80s” movement encourages young people to defend their
legitimate rights, and that “peer pressure” is in fact very effective.
• She has set up a Facebook group and a website concerning the future of Kwu Tung.

North East New Territories Planning Study
Think twice before developing the northeastern NT area
With Chief Executive Leung Chun-ying vowing to resolve the acute
shortage of land for housing in the city, his proposal to develop the
northeastern New Territories into a core economic zone has lately stirred
up waves of controversy with villagers, green groups and even big
developers, all of whom appear to be waging a war against the plan.
China Daily Sep 14 2012
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New form of social movement emerged?
• Hong Kong: A winter
of discontent
• Asian Conversations
• By Christine Loh
• February 2011

New form of social movement emerged?
• Hong Kong’s educated “post ’80s generation” has become
more politically active.
• This youth movement gave birth to the anti-high-speed-rail
action in mid-2009 with vociferous campaigns against the
government’s plan to build a railway linking Hong Kong to
Shenzhen and Guangzhou.
• It was clear that a new movement had emerged.
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New form of social movement emerged?
• Since then, urban planning and nature conservation issues have attracted strong
followings.
• For example, the destruction of a scenic site in July 2010 at Tai Long Wan, Sai Kung,
when the new landowner started to clear land for construction of a private dwelling,
became an instant cause celebre.
• A new movement is emerging to block the government’s plan to sell off one of its old
office buildings in Central’s Government Hill for commercial development.
• The activists include among their ranks a high proportion of students and young
professionals.
• With a younger generation taking to the political stage, new social media means, such
as SMS, Twitter and Facebook, have been increasingly used to spread messages and
rally people.

Do we have to be urban planners?
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Some don’ts
• Don’t worry if you are not a town planner.
• Don’t pretend that you are a planner if you are not.
• Don’t do the plan but to give your views.
• Don’t be afraid to say from the perspective of your own
profession/discipline.
• Don’t follow blindly what the planner/or government says.

Why?
• You know better than planners about matters of your
profession/discipline.
• Planners make mistakes.
• Planning decisions may be arbitrary.
• Vulnerable groups need your help.
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Planners make mistakes

Planners make mistakes
New town in Hong Kong
• Balanced development
• Population projection
• Engineering led
• Preservation of old elements
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Government officials/planners dishonest or ignorant?

Our Chief Executive said

Don’t politicise the matter (ⶴ㛃ḳẞᶵ天ˬ㓧㱣⊾˭)
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The City
Planning
Process: a
Political Analysis
Alan A. Altshuler, the Ruth and
Frank Stanton Professor of Urban
Policy and Planning at Harvard
University, and Director of the
John F. Kennedy School’s A.
Alfred Taubman Center for State
and Local Government.

What can I say about our CE’s reaction?
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Too simple, sometimes naive

Have we learned from past experience?
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We learn from history that we learn nothing from
history.
---George Bernard Shaw

Thank you
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